Introduction {#sec1-2055668317750811}
============

Parkinson's disease (PD) is a progressive neurodegenerative disease, which has significant deleterious effects on gait and balance. The prevalence of PD has been estimated as 0.3% in industrialised countries.^[@bibr1-2055668317750811]^ Prevalence increases with age to 1% in the over 60s and increases further in the over 80s in the over 80s. The costs associated with PD are significant with costs in the US alone estimated to be \$23Bn per year,^[@bibr2-2055668317750811],[@bibr3-2055668317750811]^ and with costs in the UK reported to be between £449M and £3.3Bn per year.^[@bibr4-2055668317750811]^

People with PD are at much higher risk of falls than the general population;^[@bibr5-2055668317750811]^ they are also twice as likely to fall as patients with other neurological conditions,^[@bibr6-2055668317750811],[@bibr7-2055668317750811]^ with falls occurring more frequently especially when the disease becomes advanced. It has been estimated that 38--68% of patients with PD will fall at some point during the course of their disease.^[@bibr5-2055668317750811],[@bibr8-2055668317750811][@bibr9-2055668317750811]--[@bibr10-2055668317750811]^ Despite this high prevalence, current clinical tools for assessment may not provide sufficient accuracy and reliability for assessment of this risk. Current clinical evidence suggests that the best predictor of a fall in patients with PD is the occurrence of a fall in the preceding year.^[@bibr11-2055668317750811]^ However, the use of history of falls relies on participant recall which can be flawed and unreliable, particularly in populations prone to cognitive decline. Additionally, data on historical falls in patients with PD do not provide any information on the increased risk of a first fall, brought about by disease progression or comorbidities^[@bibr12-2055668317750811]^ in the intervening period. PD is usually assessed in a clinical environment using clinical scales, such as the Unified Parkinson\'s Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS)^[@bibr13-2055668317750811]^ which can be subjective, with significant variation in administration. The use of inertial sensors may allow identification of mobility deficits which are not apparent using traditional clinical tools.

The Timed Up and Go (TUG) test is a standard test of mobility, widely used to screen for gait and balance issues in older adults.^[@bibr14-2055668317750811][@bibr15-2055668317750811]--[@bibr16-2055668317750811]^ The TUG test is also used to assess balance, mobility and risk of falls in Parkinson's.^[@bibr12-2055668317750811]^ The time to complete the test (TUG time) has been shown to have moderate predictive ability for falls in community-dwelling older adults^[@bibr17-2055668317750811],[@bibr18-2055668317750811]^ and has been shown to be modestly predictive of falls in patients with PD.^[@bibr12-2055668317750811]^ However, the TUG test can also be subjective and can vary widely in its implementation. The TUG time itself does not provide any indication or additional information on specific mobility impairments that can be associated with Parkinson's or risk of falls.

Previous research has demonstrated that a TUG test quantified with inertial sensors (QTUG) is reliable in the measurement of gait and mobility,^[@bibr19-2055668317750811]^ as well as in its accuracy in the assessment of falls in community-dwelling older adults.^[@bibr20-2055668317750811]^ The utility of the QTUG tool in examining gait, mobility and risk of falls in PD has not yet been examined. Several previous studies have also examined the value of an instrumented TUG test in assessment of gait and mobility in Parkinson's.^[@bibr21-2055668317750811][@bibr22-2055668317750811]--[@bibr23-2055668317750811]^ Similarly, a number of studies have used body-worn sensors to assess the risk of falls in patients with PD. Weiss et al.^[@bibr24-2055668317750811]^ found that an accelerometer worn for three days on the lower back discriminated patients with PD with a history of falls from patients with PD with no history of falls. To our knowledge, there has not yet been a prospective study on the validity of body-worn sensors for prediction of falls in patients with PD. Additionally, to our knowledge, the inter-session reliability of body-worn sensor measures obtained during a TUG test has not been examined in patients with PD.

This study aimed to examine the utility of a quantified TUG in the assessment of gait and mobility in patients with PD. Specifically, we aimed to examine the association of part III of the UPDRS scale (referred to as UPDRS motor scores) with the risk of falls and frailty estimates (FEs) as well as the TUG time. We also aimed to examine the predictive validity of QTUG for falls in Parkinson's patients, using prospective falls follow-up data collected from weekly fall diaries. We also aimed to determine the inter-session reliability, in this population, of the quantitative gait and mobility measures calculated for each QTUG test.

Data set {#sec2-2055668317750811}
========

We report a single-site longitudinal study of patients with PD. A total of 16 participants were recruited from the OSF HealthCare-Illinois Neurological Institute (Peoria, IL, USA). Sensor data were not available for one participant, leaving 15 participants for analysis (5 female, mean age 67.3 ± 7.1). Data are summarised in [Table 1](#table1-2055668317750811){ref-type="table"}. Patients were assessed over a six-month period. QTUG assessments were conducted on a monthly basis, following an initial baseline assessment. A total of 94 QTUG recordings were available for the 15 participants. Participants were evaluated three times using the UPDRS part III: at baseline, 90 days and 180 days. *Inclusion criteria*: able to provide written informed consent, aged 40 to 80, idiopathic PD (meeting UK Brain Bank Criteria), responsive to Levodopa for at least four years, mini Mental State Examination (MMSE) score greater than 22 and able to walk at least 3 m independently.*Exclusion criteria*: atypical Parkinsonism, Hoehn and Yahr stage 5, MMSE 21 or less, use of assisted device for ambulation, co-morbidities affecting balance: severe neuropathy, weakness, bilateral hip replacement, syncopal episodes causing falls, diagnosed with lumbar radiculopathy, spinal stenosis or any other back conditions with the potential to affect fall behaviour, drug abuse or alcoholism. Table 1.Clinical data for each participant at baseline, as well as number of falls recorded per participant and UPDRS scores at baseline, 90 days and 180 days.IDAge (years)GenderWeight (kg)Height (cm)No. of fallsUPDRS baselineUPDRS day 90UPDRS day 180181M76.7177.803328265M87.1177.80141715365M110.2188.00131622471M88.0180.3192218567M88.5182.90834659M78.5165.101103767M88.5172.71201527875F85.7154.90202130972F88.9172.71111391056M70.3172.711510101173M81.6175.3301418141254F65.8165.111115251367F56.7157.56109241469M91.6185.4399101569F45.8165.11273828[^1]

All patients were required to provide informed consent. Ethical approval was received from the Peoria Institutional Review Board.

Methods {#sec3-2055668317750811}
=======

Fall data {#sec4-2055668317750811}
---------

Participants were asked to complete a weekly diary recording any falls activity, for six months following baseline assessment. The diary was collected on a weekly basis by a researcher and collated for later analysis. Each diary captured information about the frequency, timing, location and severity of each fall.

Gait and mobility assessment {#sec5-2055668317750811}
----------------------------

The gait and mobility of each participant were assessed, during the TUG test, on a monthly basis, using an inertial sensor and software system (Kinesis QTUG™, Kinesis Health Technologies, Dublin, Ireland). Sensors were placed on each leg, below the knee, while participants completed the TUG test. Each sensor contained a tri-axial gyroscope and a tri-axial accelerometer. Sensor data were streamed via Bluetooth to a tablet computer, for subsequent analysis. The software measures 59 gait and mobility parameters during the TUG test, including the time to complete the test (TUG time), a statistical estimate of the patient's risk of having a fall, known as the falls risk estimate (FRE),^[@bibr20-2055668317750811]^ as well as a statistical estimate of the patient's frailty level (known as the FE).^[@bibr25-2055668317750811]^ Both the FRE and FE measures are generated from statistical models of falls risk and frailty, based on large samples of community-dwelling older adults. Both measures are calculated using parameters derived from inertial sensor data recorded during the TUG test, as well as demographics data and clinical fall risk factors.

TUG test protocol {#sec6-2055668317750811}
-----------------

In completing a TUG test, a participant gets up from a chair, walks 3 m, turns 180° at a designated spot, walks back to the seat and re-seats. Each participant was asked to complete the TUG test '*as fast as safely possible*', using a standard chair with armrest. The test timer was started by the clinician the moment the clinician said 'go' and stopped when the participant's back touched the chair. Each participant was given time to become familiar with the test, and the test was demonstrated to them beforehand.

Statistical analysis {#sec7-2055668317750811}
--------------------

Linear mixed effect models were used to examine the association of UPDRS with FRE, FE and TUG time. Assessment session and patient ID were included as random factors. In addition, the correlation of each QTUG measure with UPDRS motor scores at baseline was examined using Pearson's correlation coefficient.

The predictive validity of the FRE and FE measures was calculated using standard metrics. Accuracy (Acc) is defined as the proportion of participants correctly classified by the software as being a 'faller' or 'non-faller' (a faller is defined as having one or more falls in the follow-up period); sensitivity (Sens) is defined as the proportion of participants labelled as fallers correctly classified by the software as such; specificity (Spec) is defined as the proportion of the non-fallers correctly identified by the software. Positive predictive value is defined as the proportion of participants the software classified as fallers, who are correctly classified; negative predictive value is the proportion of those participants the classified by the software as non-fallers, who were classified correctly. A binomial proportion confidence interval was used to estimate confidence intervals. A 70% threshold was used for the FRE and FE, as the cut-off value to identify participants at high risk of falls.

The predictive validity of the TUG time was also calculated, in order to provide a comparator for the results. A cut-off time of 11.5 s was chosen for high risk of falls, based on previously reported research on predicting falls in patients with PD.^[@bibr12-2055668317750811]^

Inter-session reliability across multiple weeks was examined using the intraclass correlation coefficient, ICC(2,k).^[@bibr26-2055668317750811]^ An ICC value of 0.7 or greater was considered to demonstrate excellent reliability, while 0.4--0.7 was moderately reliable. ICC values less than 0.4 were considered poor. Reliability statistics were calculated using all available recordings for each participant, and 95% confidence intervals for each measure are provided.

Statistical analyses were performed using MATLAB (version 9.1, Mathworks, Natick, VA, USA).

Results {#sec8-2055668317750811}
=======

UPDRS results {#sec9-2055668317750811}
-------------

All patients received a cognitive assessment using MMSE at baseline and at 180 days, mean MMSE at baseline was 28.42 ± 1.92. The mean UPDRS-part III score at baseline was 14.3 ± 9.5.

Decrease of UPDRS part III (motor) score of greater than or equal to 5 points is considered clinically significant after six months.^[@bibr27-2055668317750811]^ Three of 13 patients demonstrated clinically significant decrease at six months. Schulman et al.^[@bibr28-2055668317750811]^ reported a minimal clinically important difference (CID) of 2.5 for UPRDS motor score, with 5.2 for moderate and 10.8 for large CID. At 90 days 12 patients exhibited an increase in UPDRS motor score of more than 2.5, while six patients exhibited a decrease in UPDRS motor score of more than 2.5. At 180 days 11 patients showed an increase of more than 2.5 in UPDRS motor score, while 4 patients showed a decrease in UPRDS motor score of more than 2.5.

At baseline, the TUG time was significantly correlated with the QTUG FRE (ρ = 0.77, p \< 0.01), TUG time at baseline was also significantly correlated with QTUG FE (ρ = 0.68, p \< 0.01) (see [Figure 1(a)](#fig1-2055668317750811){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 1.(a) Variation of falls risk estimate (FRE) and frailty estimate (FE) at baseline with TUG time at baseline. TUG time at baseline is significantly correlated with FRE and FE (b) variation of FRE and FE at baseline with UPDRS motor score at baseline. FRE and FE at baseline are significantly correlated with UPDRS motor score at baseline.UPDRS: Unified Parkinson\'s Disease Rating Scale; TUG: TUG: Timed Up and Go.

The UPDRS motor score at baseline was significantly correlated with QTUG FRE (ρ = 0.60, p \< 0.05); the baseline UPDRS motor score was not significantly correlated with the QTUG FE (ρ = 0.41, p = 0.13) (see [Figure 1(b)](#fig1-2055668317750811){ref-type="fig"}).

A linear mixed effects, with FRE as a fixed effect, and assessment session and patient ID as random factors demonstrated that FRE was significantly associated with UPDRS motor score across patients and assessments. A linear mixed effect model, with FE as a fixed effect, and assessment session and patient ID as random factors showed that FE was significantly associated with UPDRS motor score across patients and assessments. Similarly, a linear mixed effect model found a significant association between TUG time and UPDRS. In addition, the correlation of the UPDRS baseline score with TUG time at baseline was significant (ρ = 0.62, p \< 0.05).

Falls risk assessment {#sec10-2055668317750811}
---------------------

Weekly fall diaries were available for 15 participants. Complete follow-up data at 180 days were available for 12 of 15 participants, while complete follow-up data at 90 days were available for all 15 participants. At 90 days, 4 of 15 participants had experienced a fall, while at 180 days, 8 of the 12 participants remaining had experienced a fall. A total of 181 falls were recorded; the distribution of falls per participant is detailed in [Table 1](#table1-2055668317750811){ref-type="table"}. The baseline QTUG FRE was 73.33% (44.90, 92.21) accurate in predicting falls within 90 days, while the baseline FE and TUG time were 60.00% (32.29, 83.67) and 46.67% (21.27, 73.41) accurate, respectively.

The baseline FRE was 58.33% (27.67, 84.83) accurate in predicting falls at 180 days, while the baseline FE and TUG time were 41.67% (15.17, 72.33) and 58.33% (27.67, 84.83) accurate, respectively. Detailed performance results for the predictive validity for falls are detailed in [Table 2](#table2-2055668317750811){ref-type="table"}. Table 2.Performance of TUG time, FRE and frailty estimate in predicting fall within 90 and 180 days in patients with PD.90-day follow-up180-day follow-upN (fallers/ total)4/158/12FREFrailtyTUG timeFREFrailtyTUG timeAcc (%)73.3360.0046.6758.3341.6758.33Sens (%)50.0025.0050.0037.5025.0062.50Spec (%)81.8272.7345.45100.0075.0050.00PPV (%)50.0025.0025.00100.0066.6771.43NPV (%)81.8272.7371.4344.4433.3340.00[^2]

Inter-session reliability {#sec11-2055668317750811}
-------------------------

The reliability of 59 inertial sensor-derived parameters calculated for each TUG test was examined across an average of six weekly sessions (see [Table 3](#table3-2055668317750811){ref-type="table"}). The QTUG FRE and FEs demonstrated excellent inter-session reliability (ICC \> 0.7). The TUG time and all temporal and spatial gait parameters also demonstrated excellent inter-session reliability. Six of eight gait variability parameters demonstrated excellent reliability, while the remaining two demonstrated moderate reliability (0.4 \< ICC \< 0.7). Three of four gait symmetry parameters demonstrated excellent reliability, while the fourth demonstrated poor reliability (ICC \< 0.4). For the turn parameters, three of seven demonstrated excellent reliability, three moderate and one poor reliability. All angular velocity parameters demonstrated excellent inter-session reliability. Table 3.Inter-session reliability measured using intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC(2,k)), with 95% confidence intervals for each inertial sensor derived parameter.Variable nameICC95% CIFalls risk estimate (%)0.86(0.71--0.94)Frailty estimate (%)0.91(0.82--0.97)Temporal gait parameters TUG test time (s)0.77(0.53--0.91) Time to stand (s)0.71(0.41--0.89) Time to sit (s)0.81(0.61--0.93) Mean stance time (s)0.80(0.59--0.92) Mean swing time (s)0.89(0.77--0.96) Mean stride time (s)0.85(0.70--0.94) Mean step time (s)0.85(0.70--0.94) Mean double support (%)0.79(0.58--0.92) Mean single support (%)0.84(0.68--0.94) Cadence (steps/min)0.78(0.55--0.91) Number of gait cycles0.78(0.55--0.91) Number of steps0.75(0.49--0.90) Walk time (s)0.81(0.61--0.92)Gait variability parameters CV stride velocity (%)0.89(0.77--0.96) CV stride length (%)0.45(0--0.79) Swing time variability (%)0.79(0.56--0.92) Double support variability (%)0.80(0.59--0.92) Stance time variability (%)0.78(0.56--0.92) Step time variability (%)0.47(0--0.79) Stride time variability (%)0.75(0.49--0.90) Single support variability (%)0.74(0.47--0.90)Gait symmetry parameters Step time asymmetry (%)0.39(0--0.76) Swing time asymmetry (%)0.79(0.58--0.92) Stride time asymmetry (%)0.79(0.57--0.92) Stance time asymmetry (%)0.78(0.55--0.91)Spatial gait parameters Mean stride velocity (cm/s)0.88(0.76--0.95) Mean stride length (cm/s)0.890.78--0.96)Turn parameters Return from turn time (s)0.76(0.52--0.91) Turn mid-point time (s)0.76(0.52--0.91) Turning time (s)0.58(0.14--0.84) Turn magnitude (deg/s)0.51(0--0.81) Walk ratio0.85(0.69--0.94) Number of strides in turn0.30(0--0.73) Ratio strides/turning time0.42(0--0.77)Angular velocity parameters Magnitude range at mid-swing  points (deg/s)0.73(0.45--0.89) Min Z-axis ang. vel. × Height (deg.m/s)0.93(0.87--0.97) Max X-axis ang. vel. × height (deg.m/s)0.93(0.87--0.97) Max X-axis ang. vel. (deg/s)0.93(0.85--0.97) Min Z-axis ang. vel. (deg/s)0.92(0.84--0.97) Mean Y-axis ang. vel. × height (deg.m/s)0.91(0.83--0.97) Mean Z-axis ang. vel. × Height (deg.m/s)0.91(0.83--0.97) Mean X-axis ang. vel. × Height (deg.m/s)0.90(0.80--0.96) Mean Y-axis ang. vel. (deg/s)0.90(0.80--0.96) Mean Z-axis ang. vel. (deg/s)0.90(0.79--0.96) Max Z-axis ang. vel. (deg/s)0.84(0.68--0.94) Min X-axis ang. vel. × Height (deg.m/s)0.83(0.66--0.93) Mean X-axis ang. vel. (deg/s)0.89(0.77--0.96) Max Y-axis ang. vel. × height (deg.m/s)0.87(0.75--0.95) Magnitude mean at mid-swing  points (deg/s)0.87(0.74--0.95) Max Z-axis ang. vel. × height (deg.m/s)0.87(0.74--0.95) CV X-axis ang. vel. (%)0.87(0.73--0.95) Max Y-axis ang. vel. (deg/s)0.85(0.70--0.94) CV Y-axis ang. vel. (%)0.79(0.58--0.92) Min Y-axis ang. vel. × Height (deg.m/s)0.78(0.56--0.92) CV Z-axis ang. vel. (%)0.76(0.52--0.91) Min Y-axis ang. vel. (deg/s)0.76(0.51--0.91) Min X-axis ang. vel. (deg/s)0.81(0.61--0.92)[^3]

Discussion {#sec12-2055668317750811}
==========

We report a longitudinal study of body-worn sensor data obtained during a TUG test from participants with PD. We have found that sensor-derived measures of falls risk and frailty are strongly associated with UPDRS across multiple assessments. We also report the predictive accuracy of these measures in predicting falls in patients with PD, using prospective follow-up data obtained from weekly fall diaries. In addition, we examine the inter-session reliability of body-worn sensor measures of gait and mobility, obtained, during the TUG test in patients with PD.

Results suggest that the TUG time, FRE and FE are strongly correlated with the UPDRS score at baseline; in addition, linear mixed effect models showed there is a strong association between TUG time, falls risk and FEs with UPDRS scores taken at baseline, 90 days and 180 days. This suggests that a model based on inertial sensors measures of movement could be used as a surrogate measure of disease progression in patients with PD.

The analysis of the TUG time, falls risk and FEs at 90 days found that the QTUG FRE was markedly more accurate than the TUG time in predicting falls (73.33% compared to 46.67%). Similarly, the FE was more accurate in predicting falls than the TUG time (60.00% compared to 46.67%). Examining follow-up data at 180 days, all metrics demonstrated lower accuracy in predicting falls; the QTUG FRE score and TUG time were equally accurate (58.33%), while the FE was less accurate (41.67%). The reduction in accuracy in all metrics between 90 and 180 days follow-up may be due to the lower number of patients with complete follow-up data available at 180 days (12 compared to 15 at 90 days) or may be a feature of this population, in that forecasting of falls in patients with PD is less accurate over a longer time window. The reported results provide a statistically independent validation of the QTUG FRE and FE for use in prediction of falls in patients with PD.

To our knowledge, this is the first attempt to provide an objective statistical risk score for falls in patients with PD. An evidence-based risk profile for falls in patients with PD, based on objective measures of mobility, could contribute to standardised assessment of falls risk in patients with PD. We report a prospective validation of this using fall diaries, collected weekly which are considered more reliable than other methods of collecting falls outcome data. The portable nature of the solution could allow assessment outside of traditional clinical environments such as the home or community.

On average, each study participant was assessed using QTUG seven times; once at baseline and then once a month for six months. Examining the inter-session test--retest reliability of the gait and mobility parameters derived from the inertial sensor data from each TUG test across all seven sessions found that 52 of 59 parameters exhibited excellent reliability, while five exhibited moderate reliability and two parameters exhibited poor reliability. It is noteworthy that the TUG time, FRE and FE all exhibited excellent reliability, supporting their use in the longitudinal assessment of PD. Given the nature of the TUG test, the turn strategy (e.g. turn left or right, pivot turn or multiple step), a participant chooses while executing the turn portion of the TUG test, has a major bearing on the reliability of the turn parameters, i.e. if a participant chose to vary their turn strategy between assessments. Turn strategy can also affect the reliability of the calculated gait variability and gait symmetry parameters and could perhaps explain the lower reliability values obtained for some of these parameters. In addition, the short distance of the TUG test could also affect the reliability of some parameters just as gait variability and gait symmetry. In general, the strong results reported for test--retest reliability suggest that QTUG could be a valuable tool for ongoing assessment of gait and mobility in PD.

Study limitations {#sec13-2055668317750811}
-----------------

A major limitation of the present study is the small size of the data set used; the reported associations with UPDRS motor scores and results for prediction of falls would need to be confirmed through a much larger population sample. While the sample is very small, the longitudinal study design and use of prospective weekly fall diaries are in line with international best practice. However, it should be noted that self-reported data on falls can be difficult to acquire and can be inaccurate, even when diaries are collected on a weekly basis.

Conclusions {#sec14-2055668317750811}
===========

The results suggest that QTUG may be a reliable tool for longitudinal assessment of gait and mobility in patients with PD, and furthermore, it may have utility in predicting falls in patients with PD. Future work will seek to validate the present results on a larger data set, as well as to stratify participants based on disease level and examine how QTUG can be used to predict falls in those at different stages of the disease.
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[^1]: UPDRS: Unified Parkinson\'s Disease Rating Scale.

[^2]: NPV: negative predictive value; PPV: positive predictive value; TUG: Timed Up and Go; FRE: falls risk estimate; PD: Parkinson's disease; Acc: accuracy; Sens: sensitivity; Spec: specificity.

[^3]: TUG: Timed Up and Go; CV: coefficient of variation.
